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QUICK-REFERENCE GUIDE – BASIC CONTROLS

Insert mechanical scanning scopes in the left socket (SOCKET1) 

or electronic scanning scopes in the right socket (SOCKET2) 

and turn the lever clockwise to tighten the endoscope connector.

Press the power switch and confirm that the power indicator 

(green light) is lit.

Press the “B,” “FLOW,” and “PW” keys on the keyboard to select B 

mode, FLOW mode, and Pulse Wave Doppler Mode.

Press the “CH-EUS” and “ELST” buttons to select between

CH-EUS mode and Elastography Mode.

Press the ID INPUT key and the Patient Data screen appears 

on monitor (above).

Enter all the necessary data and click OK to proceed.

Connecting Ultrasound Endoscopes

Mode Selection
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*  Please confirm either the power switch or ACTIVE switch is turned off 
when the scope is being disconnected.

* It takes approximately one minute to start up EU-ME2.
*  You can change scopes by turning off the ACTIVE switch, which has 

eliminated the hassle of turning off EU-ME2.

*  Switching is not possible in FREEZE Mode. Select modes in live mode.
*  Refer to the separate sheet regarding FLOW mode selection (COLOR 

FLOW, POWER FLOW, and H-FLOW).
*  The Mode menu on the LCD touch panel is displayed at the upper right 

corner of each main screen (shown after unfreezing).
*  The Mode menu on the LCD touch panel may not appear in some models.

* ID input is mandatory to save data after examinations.
*  ID input is not available when using the CV-290, CV-190, or CV-180. 

ID input should be made through these-video system centers.

Press the VIDEO SOURCE key on the keyboard and switch US and EVIS.

* EVIS operation can be controlled by the LCD touch panel on the keyboard.
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QUICK-REFERENCE GUIDE – BASIC CONTROLS

Preparation of Portable Memory

Data Management (Move Data)

Exam End

Insert the Portable Memory to the Portable Memory Port on the

front panel until it clicks.

Ensure the Portable Memory Access Indication.

Press the MOVE DATA key and MOVE DATA screen (above) 

appears on the monitor.

Select the unit of data movement.

The Progress Bar screen appears on the monitor while moving the data. 

The Progress Bar screen disappears when data movement is complete.
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Note: The lighting status of the Portable Memory Access indicator is lit 
(green) when the device is ready and blinks (orange) when the EU-ME2 is 

accessing memory. In the latter case, do not remove the Portable Memory.

*  Do not turn off the EU-ME2 and external storage device while the
Progress Bar is displayed.

* It is highly recommended to periodically back up data.

Portable Memory Port

MOVE DATA screen
MOVE 
DATA key Progress Bar screen

Portable Memory 
Access Indicator

Press the power switch and confirm that the power indicator 

(green light) is not lit.

Turn the lever of the US scope connector counterclockwise and 

disconnect the scope by pulling the connector straight back once 

the lever comes to a stop.

Disconnecting Ultrasound Endoscopes
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*  Please confirm either the power switch or ACTIVE switch is turned off
when the scope is connected.

*  You can change scopes by turning off the ACTIVE switch, which has
eliminated the hassle of turning off the EU-ME2.

With mechanical scanning scopes With electronic scanning scopes

Power switch

ACTIVE switch

Function Description

Move all saved data Moves all image data saved in the internal 
memory

Move data saved today Moves the image data saved on the same 
day as the movement date

Move data saved in 
current exam

Moves the image data saved during the 
current examination

Setting Set Value

Observation monitor Ultrasound image cleared

Patient data display Cleared

Comment display Cleared

Measurement result display Cleared

FREEZE Frozen

Press the EXAM 
END key on the 
keyboard and set 
the EU-ME2 to the
original settings.

*  If an examination starts with the CV-290/CV-190/CV-180, the keyboard
should be used in EVIS operation mode and use the EXAM ON button on
the LCD touch panel.

EXAM 
END key

Unit of Data Movement

Settings returned to the original on exam end

Portable Memory
MAJ-1925
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Specifications, design, and accessories are subject to change without any notice or obligation on the part of the manufacturer.
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Disclaimer: Any content or information (“Content”) presented herein is illustrative in nature and
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